
Burnbrae Primary Online Learning Weekly Overview

Week Beginning 1st February 2021 Primary 7
The grid below provides an overview of the tasks to be covered across the week. You should check this on a daily basis. Most of the activities will be uploaded as separate assignments on a daily basis however some

such as Epic or Sumdog will just be on the grid. We are also encouraging self and peer assessment as we would do in class, in addition to high quality presentation and effort.   Some assignments may contain more

than one level of challenge. Where this is the case, you should choose your level carefully and complete one challenge only.  For help, please pop a message in the chat function and we will get back to you as soon as

we possibly can. Remember, we’re all in this together and we understand that you and your family will have days where you might do more tasks than others - that is OK! If you’re feeling worried about this, please

leave us a message, a teacher is never far away!

** Throughout the week we will have different opportunities to ‘meet’ together virtually. Details are at the bottom of the table. All ‘meets’ are optional. This week we have also included a

Challenge Numeracy Drop-in which is by invite only. To see if you have been invited to the meeting, check your Teams Calendar on Wednesday, ( left hand side of your screen) and you will see

the details of the meeting. If you do not have an invite, you are welcome to join the alternative Numeracy Drop-In session on the main page. **

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Activity 1
Literacy

*Reading -  Epic
(30 mins)* If you
have a quiz
assigned to you
then complete this
too.

Writing - Spelling

Reading Workshop
- The Snow Dragon

*Reading - Epic (30 mins)

Writing (Focus) - Old Edinburgh
Letter Writing

Grammar Writing: Writing Feedback

Activity 2
Numeracy

Numeracy
Challenge

Mild - Mystery of
Chinese New Year

Spicy - Mystery at
the cinema

Continue Numeracy
Challenge
Mild - Mystery of
Chinese New Year

Spicy - Mystery at
the cinema
(complete this over
3 days)

Numeracy Challenge
- Mild and Spicy complete

challenges posted on
Monday
.

- Hot - Begin numeracy
challenge (Whodunnit)

Problem Solving
- Daily Rigour

(Hot)
- - Mixed

Problems
(spicy)

- Mixed Problems
(Mild)

Maths- Time

*Sumdog*



(complete this over
3 days)
Hot- square/cubed
numbers

*Sumdog*

Hot- square
root/BIDMAS

*Sumdog*
*Sumdog*

*Sumdog*

Activity 3

Other Curricular
areas

IDL - Story of Jekyll
and Hyde 1

HWB- PE dragon Wellbeing Wednesday Whole
School Stick Challenge (see SFL
Grid)

IDL - The story of Jekyll
and Hyde 2

HWB: Self-evaluation

Virtual Meets

11.30 am Check in
7A - Mrs Clements
7B - Mrs Corrieri

9.30am - Numeracy Challenge
Drop-In with Mrs Trueman
(invite only - check your Teams
calendar for invite)

9.30am - Numeracy Drop-in  with
Mrs Corrieri - Link for this on
main chat page. Join if you need
support with numeracy
challenges.

1.30pm Writing - drop in (only
attend if needing support)

P7A & P7B  Mrs Trueman

1.30pm Check in
7A - Mrs Trueman
7B - Mrs Corrieri

11am Writing Celebration

Come and share your
writing from the week

P7A - Mrs Trueman
P7B - Mrs Corrieri


